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IMCKCROUND W  THE STOWT
purpose m  chapter i
Chapter One presents the background of fch© study 
and a general description of the study. Included In thin 
chapter mml CD an explanation of ths Work Experience 
Program, (2) an introduction to the study, (3> the statement 
of the problem studied, C&) the hypotheses on which the 
research were based, (3) an assumption of.the results of the 
study, (6) the significance of the study, (7) definitions of 
terms used in the study, <8) delimitations assigned to the 
study, (9) procedures used in collection of data, and CIO) 
procedures used in the treatment of data. Chapter One con­
cludes with a brief overview of the organisation of the 
iWM^ isdhsir o£ tstifii sttudN/*car-#* mfW nWnHpy w
THE WCRK EXPERIENCE PROGRAM
The Work Experience Program m s  begun In 1963 as a 
research demonstration project' involving the Special 
Education Department of Omaha Public Schools, the Nebraska 
Division of Vocational Rehabilitation, and Goodwill Indus­
tries of America. The purpose of the program is to prepare 
retarded students with intelligence quotients between fifty
I
and to mate a mmmmimt tratisicim  from the
sheltered «mdmamaxst of a ela©stew to the m m M  of work© * 
The Work liqparimM ftogra® serves high retool- ct**» 
toots steteeo yeasts of. age and older fretst special education 
classes of Omaha Public Schools* The students attend Mortti* 
South* and Technical'High Schools* -At Technical High School 
students- enter the program upon referral by the ©penial ado* 
nation teacher* tot at North and Sooth High Schools the 
students are required to enter the program upon reaching 
their junior year# The student l© then enrolled for a half* 
toy of ©penial education classes toother with a half-day 
of work experience at Goodwill Industrie©.^
During the first phase of the program the students* 
©kill a and weaknesses ate aemeeed through a variety of 
teats* the .students are then plated at various work 
stations for teo*weak intervale* they are plated at only 
those stations in which the tests have shown they are 
physically and »«telly capable of performing the necessary 
skills* Two* three* or mr* students are placed at a work 
station under the television of individuals■ knowledgeable 
in a particular skill* The students receive- only enough 
skill training at m m h  work station to provide a tote for
lJ«xs@s P. Lane, OtnahaJPublie Schools Work Exgarlence
Program. (Omaha* department of Special Services* If oil p* I*
^Statement© to  P h ilip  U* Hesselink, personal in te r*  
view* March 12* 1972*
evaluation. This first phase of the program usually lasts
3about eighteen weeks depending upon the students’ abilities.
The students are. evaluated at- each work station by
an area evaluator. The area evaluator also counsels the
students and helps to determine on the basis of individual
progress when the student® are ready for the second phase
4of the program. -
The second phase of the program is placement by the 
Job Placement Specialist on a Job In the oesnealty on a half* 
day basis* The specialist arranges personal Interviews 
between the students end the prospective employers. During 
their employment the students are visited periodically and 
counseled by the placement specialist. The students may con­
tinue on half-day placement until graduation from high 
school* or they may switch to fwlt-tiae work. If the student 
chooses full-time work* he discontinues school attendance 
and earns credits toward graduation through his job.^
In review, tbs Work Experience Program provides the 
students- with "a chance to explore possible vocations* gain
work experience* and provide an opportunity for vocational 
6





Increasingly, employers ar® coming to real!*® Che 
advantage of hiring properly brained and qualified mentally 
retarded workers* According to the President ’ s Caeas&tte© on 
Mental Retardation, "Pteny retarded workers are performing 
quite well on the job~~eanaidertng that some have newer 
worked before and considering that tie faec-«»vlng world of 
business and industry must eeetn strange to them.
Vet because there Ivsm been failures, our concern
g
imigfc feo witti ftMm# Why have they failed? And m m  ixapot* 
tmtly, utera haua we, a# a&iaatwra# voostioKial eouiiwtore., 
employers* and. parosst#, failed &h«f In iowtoptog 
grama for wsarioftal otiootatioi* of mnf»tl$r rotardad youth 
it Is essentia! that the wmmmB for fsitoro of iodivlduais 
on voc&tlottai plaeemeot he made toowo and eoosidered®
those queatiima *t&o fee mmmed* the faetora 
wMoh ooawitat# to Job m o m m  or failure mat first be 
datasmaioad® Bernard loseo'feerg, past olialrBWi of the 
Befeafeilltatloo Committee of the ftatlcmal
^^resiieot1# COBtJlfctoe 00. ftetal fu»tardatiee9
(waehingtMs 0,#, {kwetMMt
friiiti® Cffioe, if if), p * 4®
%bld.
Association for Retarded Children, has Indicated that the
g
key to Job success seems to ho adjustment.
**111 the vocational adjustment of the mentally 
retarded there are .naturally ® eerier of critical Intervals 
or yerlods of adjustment, these successive crises reach 
their climax it* that final episode of actual try-out on the 
job; this is the critical period of success or failure to 
Job adjustment'*; this is the period with which this study
is  concerned. l §
STATEMENT OF TIE PROBLEM
The purpose of this study was to identify, according 
to the employees, parents, employers, and area evaluators, 
those deficiencies in non-manual skills that created prob­
lems in vocational adjustment severe enough for- job termina­
tion on the first job for a group of twenty-five educabie 
mentally retarded employees who had participated in the Herb 
Experience Program of Omaha Public Schools.
The hypotheses were:
967), p. I
etv foT*Cp ny W *Hir? Vt1 wjtlgr ^-B W;^cS(pl V
the Mentally Retarded, 
»l, October, 1951, p.
"Problems in Job Adjustment of
6%9 The employees m M  ind icate  that- deficiencies  
in  noom m tel © M ile  created pm tdm s to  vom ttonal adjust* 
meet which tad to  job term ination fo r the t«exsty*»five par* 
tlelpem to in  the study*
2* the parents wouM indicate th a t deflo ietie lea in  
aom*taanaal s k ills  created pmhlmm  to  to eetto fia l sdjostosnt 
which le i: to  Sob tomtoetton fo r the to e ifty*fto e  participant* 
t o  t h e  s t u d y *
3* the employer* m old to iio a to  th a t deftotoneioa 
to  noa*®a«teal s k ills  created problem© to  vocational adjust* 
raeet which led to  job teratoav&cm fo r the to eo ty*five  par* 
tie ip a n ts  to  the study*
4. The area evaluators m m M  Indicate that doftotoa* 
alas t o  o o o ^ m m a i  skills crested problems t o  waattonal 
adjustment which ted to job termimtton for the toetity»>flve 
partlcipaiits to the study*
ASSUHmm
For the purpose of this study the etetsopotori was 
made that the ooplopmo* p m t m m * a^>toyersf and. area evalu* 
ators would indicate that the employees* twaual skill© were 
sufficient for the ratoattoii of their first jobs and that 
the problem  to. roMtiemi sdjustosaot w m  caused hy .eo 
inability to cope with the ttotHomtgal aspects of eti^ loyment*
fwas
m  fit# beyte §
Wm iaSKj* $
st^lLssa*
Be t h a t
v o c a t i o n a l
*$* t h e a #
‘©t Job
eos the voeel
wa.^ 0 l«i which the 











2 it i f f i *
i n t e r v i e w .
8the mentally retarded student to a stable vocational future,
examination of the reasons behind the 79.5 percent failure
13rate needed to-be sede.
osFznmoas m  terms
The definitions of some of che cams used- through­
out the study should' be of value In visualizing and under­
standing the nature of the Investigation, the definitions 
follows
In this study the term, area evaluator, referred 
to the Work Experience Program personnel responsible for 
evaluating the' students at Goodwill Industries of America.14
Deficiencies in non-manual skills in this study were 
inadequacies in those activities in which the employee had 
to engage during-his job but which did not Involve his 
actual performance of the Job*
The mentally retarded subjects of this study were 
"those' 'With the capacity to be trained for work -and to hold
l3lbid. l4lbld.
^leon H. Rickman, Jr., "A Foundation for the Prepa­
ration of the Edueable Child for the World of Work," Trpin- 
ina School .Bulletin,. WOT (May, 1967), 39.
9proactive job® when properly placed.'* the terra "educable” 
referred to those with intelligence quotient® between fifty
In this study the Work Experience Program partici­
pant wms referred to as an employe© after, placement on a 
Job*
Student
In this study the Work Experience Program partici­
pant was referred to as a student until placement on a jab.
Vocational adjustment was defined as the capability 
of the employee to meet successfully the eeployer'e manual 
and non-manual standards of employment.
The - Work Experience Program involves a co-operative 
agreement and effort among three agencies* Omaha Public 
Schools, Nebraska Division of Vocational Rehabilitation, and 
Goodwill Industries of America, ice goals and procedures
^Statement by Philip B. Hesselink, personal Inter­
view* Ksy 5, 1972*
end eighty-five.^
ilji >i<WHw fi jif Wmyju linWaiy
■Wsehtngtooj
are directed toward easing the eehool-to-work transition for
illits student trainees.
JL MM&Wm
Participants in the study were limited to the slxty- 
ewo students who had graduated from the Work Experience 
program of Omaha Public Schools at the. end. of the 1970-1971 
school year. Xe addition, participants were'limited to 
those employees who had. failed on their first job placement* 
a random sample of twenty-five of the forty-nine graduates 
who had foiled at their first job placement was used as the 
test group. The results end conclusion® of the Investiga­
tion mm meant to pertain only to these twenty-five partici­
pants in the Work Experience Program In Omaha*
PROCEDURES FOR COUSCTION OF DATA
The following steps were taken la the collection of 
date far the study?
1. Pennies ion to conduct the Investigation was 
obtained Mt&mk fttf * IMS# SuDcrlntendenfc
of Omaha Public Schools; Mr. James P. Lane, Project 
Co-ordinator of the Work Experience frogtMi and Mr.
Philip ft. Hess®link, counselor from the Nebraska Division of 
Vocational Rehabilitation. (Letters of endorsement appear 
in Appendixes A, 1, C.)
ISjatBCB P. Lane, Work Expertence Prograsa (Omaha s 
Department of Special Se*^«es,^fW>t 1* i*
II
2. Question© used to interview the employees, 
parents, employers, and mtm evaluators were formulated. 
(Copies of the interview questions appear In Appendixes D,
s, r, g .)
3*.. Work Experience Program reeorde were used to 
obtain the employees* addresses and telephone numbers, as 
well as the names, addresses, and telephone nuafcars of their 
parents. In addition,■ the employees’> records•revealed the 
names, addressee, and telephone numbers of, their first
|guwifc.m MM m - at fir tode- if*ft
4.• The telephone wee used to make initial contact 
with the employees, parents, employers, and area evaluators 
and to arrange Interviews with those that were.co-operative.
5. The interviews with the employees, parents, and 
employers were conducted Individually; whereas, those with 
the area evaluators were conducted as @ group. These pro­
cedures will be discussed in more detail in Chapter Three,, 
Procedures 'for Collection and Treatment of Data.
The following procedures were followed tn treating 
the data collected In the Interviews:
1. The data concerning deficiencies In non-manual 
skills were first treated independently.
a. The deficiencies in oon-raanual skills 
related by the etsqployees were placed is analogous groups 
and assigned headings.
12
b. The deficiencies in non-manual Skills 
related by the parents were placed in analogous groups and 
assigned headings.
c. The deficiencies in non-manual skills 
related bp the employers were placed In analogous groups and 
assigned headings.
d. The deficiencies in non-manual skills 
related by the area evaluators were placed in analogous 
proups and assigned headings.
e. Each of the four groups* responses were
»  i f i  rtjiAdh’ i-gf y v  iiikt T a s . m e  ws ■*, M mm-'ikM-'f+i n tii ibi icimb lateniiMcA&vClQKK 4S1&&I S?0f»IC©CI *
2. The data were then treated Jointly by combining 
the four lists and ranking them by frequency.
3. Three tables were compiled from the combined data.
4. The verbatim comments of the employees, parente, 
employers, and area evaluators to the pertinent Interview 
questions were recorded. (They are Included la Appendix H.)
5. The dots concerning suggestions for Improvements 
of.the Work Experience Program were first treated 
independent iy.
a. The suggestions for improvements related by 
the employees were listed and ranked by frequency.
b. The suggestions for improvement® related by 
the parents ware listed and ranked, by frequency.
o. The suggestions for improvements related by 
the employers were listed and ranked by frequency.
13
d* The suggestions Cor in^ovements related by
the area evaluators «©tra listed and ratted' fey frequency.
6* The data were then treated jointly by combining
i w l b J l .  ■£* dukaHfr v w  difrfliil" nirt -dji-Adr i^T' jte awtTiti- f« : ' ifih- IwL T W A  A  ^mr t U t  iPb itTbih'-'M jitsf - o l l  t»0l»tJF frmwmw IsSflsi fSjr
7. The data concerning deficiencies in non-esamjal 
skills were analysed in reference to the statement of the 
tft? 0 h l£ s&  & tid i £!i@
a. The problem® in vocational adjustment as 
related fay fclse esployees were listed and compared with the 
definition established for non-manual skills. This was done 
to discern whether the problems mentioned by the employees 
met the conditions to .be classified as deficiencies in non- 
manual skills.
b. The problems in vocational adjustment as 
related fey the parents were listed end compared with the 
definition, established for non-iaamial skills. This was done, 
to discern whether the problems mentioned by the parents met 
the conditions to be classified as deficiencies In non- 
manual Allis.
«.■ The problems in vocaticmal adjustment a# 
related by the, employers were listed and eongiarsd with the 
definition established for noo-tmmiuel skills. This was don® 
to discern, whether the problems mentioned by the employers 
met the conditions to be classified as deficiencies in non- 
manual skill8.
d. The problems in vocational adjustment an 
related by the area evaluator# *awe listed and compared with
the definition established 'tot non-manual skills.' 'This was 
done to discern whether the problems mentioned by the mma 
evaluators net the conditions to bo classified as deficien­
cies in non-manual skills.
8. the dots concerning suggestions lor improvements 
In the Work Experience Program were used in discussing pos­
sible solutions to the vocational adjustment problems 
experienced by the employees. Them procedures will be dis­
cussed in more detail in Chapter Three, Procedures for 
Collection end Treatment of Beta.
aiGANIZAIION m  THE HEmiNDEE CP THE STUDY
Chapter Two presents a review of related studies. 
Chapter Three presents the procedures used for the collec­
tion and treatment of the data. Chapter Four presents the 
results of the Interviews with the employees, parents, 
employere, and area evaluators involved in the study. Chap­
ter Five presents summaries of the study and of the results 
of the study. - Becomasondatione and recommendations for 
further research are offered*
Chapter 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LtXEIt&TU&E
purpose op chapter 2
Chapter two presence a review of studies and writ- 
logs relating to the vocational adjustment of the mentally 
retarded. Information was gathered in a search of the
Index, and bibliographies of related studios. Letters and 
information were received from the President's CasatniCtee on 
Mental Retardation and the State of Michigan Department of 
Education, Division of Vocational Rehabilitation.
During the last decade there has been increased 
emphasis on providing facilities, materials, and personnel 
for orienting the mentally retarded student to make the 
transition from the classroom to the world of work. How­
ever, questions still need to be asked about how the mentally 
retarded function in our work-oriented society and what fac­
tors appear to contribute to their vocational success or 
failure* Perhaps the clearest picture of reasons for
1#
vocational success or failure can te gained by '©ictag some 
statistics gathered by various researchers.,
tn this review of literature, Him Intent is not to 
establish rigid determinants for the success m  failure of 
retarded individuals. Of interest are factors in their 
schooling, work experience, and employment that might add 
to or detract from their eventual success.
Because of the- recent origin of work orientation 
programs there have been, only a few follow-up studies, done 
on the vocational adjustment of individuals who have parti­
cipated In them; Much of this work was initiated in state 
Institutions and is only now being Incorporated into our 
public school systems.
This review of related literature is presented in 
two parts. The first part contains a review of studies on 
the vocational adjustment of the mentally retarded in gen­
eral. The second part contains a review of studies on work 
orientation programs.
One of the first factors considered In reference to 
the maritally retarded was the correlation between inteill-
ttttf Amftft f3H-l&S*iro jL- JEt*? jl ISRjRa wE&IS'
genes and Job success. The findings of Brainerd,^
the Mentally Retarded,” Journal ,.a£. 
(March-Aprll, 1954), pp.4-6.
2®Ben a. Bratoerd, "Increasing Job Potential for 
nal, of Rehabilitation. XX
I?
21reinforced In e leter study by Cowan and Goldman, revealed 
that the Intelligence quotient and Job success warn not 
correlated. Their data shewed that neither intelligence 
quotient nor formal education were valid predictive devices 
for vocational, success.
"The most important qualities to be Instilled In o
student, if be Is to be a success are social skills, rather
22than academic knowledge," stated Porter and Milate©.
Other research has concurred with their finding, 
wtodle, Stewart, and Brown analysed the vocational failures 
of mental retardates who had been institutionalised. They 
found that Inadequate Interpersonal relations and social 
skills accounted for the greatest percentage of Job 
f a i l u r e s . ^
Coliman and ttewlyo were interested in the factors 
of vocational failure among retarded adults* ' Collman and 
Newlyn studied thirty-five subnormal eK-pupits In England. 
They wrote that 51 percent failed due to character defects
^Lawrence Cowan and Morton Goldman, "The Selection 
of the Mentally Deficient for Vocational Training and the 
Effect of the Training on Vocational Success," Journal.of 
Consulting Psychology, XXIII (February, 1959), ppT/fPw7
2%uthc*ford B. Porter and Tony C. Milazsso, "A 
Comparison of Mentally Retarded Adults Who Attended Regular 
School Claeses," Exceptional .Children. OTV (May, 1958), 
pp. 610-412, 620,




causing unreliability on bite Job, 26 percent were Ineffi­
cient in their work, and it percent had CmperaMital
instability. Sad conduce or personality problems accounted
24for the majority of all the failure®*
Research on eighty mentally retarded adults with job 
adjustment problems was carried out %  Feckha®. Be drew up 
a rank order of coKtoonelity of occurrence of problems, Moat 
prevalent was a lack of acceptance by fellow workers. Their 
Joking and ridicule was a major problem. Tied in with this 
ridicule was the second most common reason for failure, the 
lack of social and vocational sophistication on the pert of 
the retardate* Their oalvate’ was displayed through a dis­
regard for punctuality, difficulties with transportation, 
and Impropriety of dress. Salary dissatlsfaction caused 
many Co quit. Many students had problems because they could 
not budget the funds they did have, lack of Job initiative 
and responsibility were ranked met, followed by capricious 
reasons for quitting which apparently showed no conception 
of whet it meant 'to he unemployed.2^
Several quit their work due to statu® anxiety on the 
part of their parents. The parents could not tolerate
2%.©« Coilmao and ft. Newly®, ’’Employment Success of 
Educationally Sub-Normal Ex-Pupils in England," American 
Jour^T^.4t&nial. fteficlencv. Cl (July-April, IRII-IsIb),
S I T  I L 7 ™  *  * *  * « »
Mantallv Retarded." American Journal of Mental Beficiencv. 
XL71 (October, ^
19
members of. their families working at menial tasks. The sub­
jects themselves often eKpresse4 feelings that they were 
capable .of bettor jobs than, they held. At the end of his 
ranking. Peckha© listed family overprotoetlon 
to only a mil. number of the subjects.
Another researcher who has shown concern with job 
problems is Kolstoe. !te stressed that the greatest success 
i« eKperienced by' those who are cheerful,. cooperative, 
respectful of their supervisors, punctual, able, to mind their 
tom business, and show Initiative. He also considered the 
quality and care of the work. %$£I0 t«l3F tHH Slt^  *
m m m  £ m m  £ ® a & l i & &  ttn it €^afchi»et td&h t&em*
0 0 m i l  bb W m m  t r i t e  mjqy&d j/a*A teal&bt smm tmm rnmmm** 
f«l vocationally.
, /
Tim recurrent theme of the importance of the tndtv- 
iduel* & personal traits m i  characteristics was emphasised 
by Cosfe-tay® tod Stephens, feck, and Veldtm.® They found
27O.P. Koletoe, "An Examination of Soma Character!s- 
tiee Which Discrimlnato Between Employed nod Sot-Employed 
Mentally fetarded
clencv. MWt m s s m m ter, 19615, pp. 4?2-&82.
2%r»neee Coekley, "Stvd^ y of Feeble-Minded Wards 
I in yar lndustries." AaeaeLewt 3o^ bI o£_Manfcal 
m *  I*- (October, 194S), pp. 301-306. ■
2%ill Beth Stephens, J.R. feeds, andBonald J. 
Vsldman, "Personality and Success Profiles Character!stie 
of Young Adult Hale Retardates.** AMrici<m,..<la^ ml,.af-..lfent. 
Oaficlencv. mill Oto*«ber, l968>, p^ 40S-4l3.
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that sueees® wa© mow* easily attainable for those displaying 
traits of dependability on the Job, getting along with other 
workers, acceptance of criticism, Interest in the Job, and 
.attesting to do their best.
Those who failed worn also criticised for their bad 
work habits linked with social skills. If they talked too 
ranch, were not1 punctual, or could not follow directions, 
they seemed to haws problems. As indicated by Stephens,
Peck, and Vetdwan, those who failed ware more negative in 
regard to themselves, their jobs, their employers, and their 
parents. Io teem, they were viewed wore negatively by these 
people.^®
Similarly, Engel emphasised social abilities. ' She 
felt, that-work readiness, strength, and stamina were Impor­
tant to employability. Yet, social attitudes ami'personal 
adjustment were first necessary if job success was to be 
ew^lets.^1
The focus of m m  researchers was on the employer ’ © 
opinion. Those Interviewed by Peterson complained about 
lack of effort and punctuality, inability to get along with 
fellow workers, .and failure to adjust to working. conditions. 
Almost the m m  reasons for failure were found by Angelo in
3fJlbld.
3*Anna M. Engel, ''Employment of the Mentally Retarded," 
American Journal or iental Itef ielancu. LVIl (October, 1952),
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in an earlier study* Poor punctuality, failure to adjust to
marking conditions, and a leek of continued effort or» eke
3 2pare of the worker had interfered with success.
Another group of employers agreed that ability to
stick to eha job at hand, dependability, .honesty, and skill
at getting along with fellow workers were necessary (Porter
and Milazzo). They emphasized the point that the social
skills were such soars important than any specific Job
33training available. '
Thus far the focus of this review of related litera­
ture has been the Vocational adjustment of mentally retarded 
individuals in general; that ie, the student and adult, the 
institutionalized and the non-institutionalized, the train­
able and the educable.
Only a few follow-up studios have been dam on the 
vocational adjustment of Individuals who have participated 
in week orientation programs. Among the earliest was one by 
Cohen in 1959. Ha analyzed the vocational failure of fifty- 
seven young {eighteen to twenty), educable mental retardates 
whose job placement had com through their school. Their
^2Leroy Peterson, "The Mentally Retarded As Citizens*' 
(unpublished Doctor's dissertation. State University of 
Ohio, 1939).
^Porter, op. cit., p. 420,
school was m  Institution, the Edward 1, Johnstone Training
and Research Center. It might ho noted that the structure
o£ this program closely parallels that of'the Work Experi-
once Program of Omaha Public Schools, except that the stu-
34
dents reside with their families.
Cohen found that 33 percent of the students experi­
enced some difficulty to the community rather than the job 
itself.' The skill and strength demands were no problem for 
the majority. ' The problem® they did experience were varied. 
Pilfering, sexual problems, and altering' ® check were men­
tioned, Almost 30 percent of the subjects returned fcofche 
institution for reasons over which they -had no control. 
Parental objections to the job placement, substandard liv­
ing conditions, and a leek of money to pay for medical 
expenses forced termination for some., Poor attitudes with 
regard to the job were a major reason for return. A lack of 
readiness for employment by the students and subsequent dif­
ficulty to adjustment were demonstrated by immature, lacy,
3Sand vulgar behavior.
'Cohen'stated that the results of the study stewed 
that, although the student had participated to a work orien­
tation program, the reports pointed to the need for
3&Jatius S. Cohen, “An Analysis of Vocational Fail­
ures of Mental Retardates Placed to the Community After a 
Period of Instltufcionatiaatioa," Amertoan- Jwrna3L of . Bfental 
Deficiency. USV (tkjvember, I960), ^ 7  371-3/5.
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developing technique® to instill a feeling of job responsi­
bility on the fart of the student while he is in fete
3€J l J l ~  il'hiMi tffr'iinnim te f  ter
In a later writings Cohen further states Ehet it 
is Important to raeogniaa that vocational failures of 
retardates do -not usually stem from their Inability to per­
form fete vocational'skills necessary for a 5ob.' • Their -fail­
ures are du© ratter to otter faators, such as inability to 
socialite, Co follow directions, or to adjust to fete working 
situation. Therefore, the training program should -focus on 
general, rather than- specific skill training, in other 
words, fete training should stress attributes chafe mm neeae-
VImty in any type of work,
tteuhsue reached fete mam conclusions. He studied 
fete vocational adjustment of fifteen educable mentally 
retarded students who had taken part in a pra-vocational 
program. He found fetet fete most important aspect of a 
worker's ability to succeed was related to social Skills.
The most important skills were those necessary for success-
'1Hful adjustment with co-workers ate supervisory personnel. 
36Ibld.
37Francls E. 'lord,
Hantallv .Retarded. youth (Los Angelass California State 
College, 1964),
"*%. C. Neuhaue, “A Unique Pre-Vocafelonal Program 
for Educabie Retardates?*" Hental _R.etardatlon. Ill (August, 
1963), pp. 19-21,
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Kolatoa stated that failure In Initial placement Is
undoubtedly due to many causes, A program may train a
worker, tut he is still responsible for. 14a own performance
on the Job. Also, even if the worker is well motivated and
the training has bean adequate, the worker has to relate to
the other :pcople' in order- to work well.' 'Their - acceptance
and M e  perception of them arc intangibles that.arc quite 
'33J£' nn 1 re fcir '
The intent of this review of literature has berm to 
examine what previous studies have uncovered concerning the 
vocational adjustment of the mentally retarded and the 
vocational adjustment of mentally retarded students who have 
participated in work orientation programs. Almost every 
study relating to tea acne for not remaining on & job indi­
cated that' there Is a more direct relationship between 
attitude and habits and job'success than between ability to 
perform and success.
3%dlstoe» op. cit.» p. 482.
Chapter 3
, procedures for cottsctiou t m . w m m s x  m  ©ata
purposi w  ©bait®' 3
. Chapter three presents the procedures that .were used 
in the collection of date for the study. . In addition, it 
presents the procedures that were followed to' treat the date 
in the study*
PROCEDURES FOR COLLECTION ©T DATA
%
The Initial seep in the. collection of data for the 
study was to secure pertnission to conduct the investigation 
and use pertinent records. Remission warn obtained from 
Mr. Dale Samuel son, Assistant Superintendent of Omaha Public 
School*; Hr. James P. lane, Project Co-ordinator of the Work 
Experience Program; and Mr. Philip H. Hesaelink, counselor 
from the Hebrastea Division of Vocational Rehabilitation. 
{Lettere of endorsement are included in Appendixes A, B, C.)
The went step was to confer with the Job Placement 
Specialists to find out the names of those who had felled to 
succeed after placement on their first Job. The Job Place- 
meat Specialists composed a list of the sixty-two 1970-1971 
graduates of the Work Experience Program and indicated 
forty-nine who- had foiled on their first job placement. The 
twenty-five participants in the study mtm picked at random
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from this list in the following manner* Each of the forty- 
mitts employees m s  assigned a number, the numbers were 
written cm. slips of paper, placed in a container, and 
scrambled. Twenty-five: slips of paper were withdrawn frost 
the container and watched with the name assigned to that 
number. The twenty-five omasa were compiled ioeo a list, and 
their Work Experience Program files were located and examined 
to obtain Information necessary to contact them (that is, 
addresses, telephone numbers, and parents' names).
Because of the limited ability of the mentally 
retarded to read and write comprehensively enough to under­
stand and follow directions, the interview method was 
decided upon as the most accurate end usable method for col-
40
lection of data from the employees*
Many factors can affect the adjustment of the men­
tally retarded employe®, such as acceptance of one’# own 
handicap, acceptance' by the family and peers, the school 
situation, and the Job placement. For this reason it was 
decided that the study could not be complete without gather­
ing information from three additional sources, the 
employees' parents, the employees* first employers, and the
M
employees* area, evaluators* '
^Albert M. Barrett, Ruth Rales, and Jack El self, 
"Vocational Success and Attitudes of Mental Retardates 
Toward Work and Money," American Joynal of Mantal 
jMisieOSZt 1XIV, July, lM8, p. l02.
^Bernard Pastier, “laundries Matte Retarded Workers 
•OK,*" Manpower. I (November, 1969), p. 2.
The interview method ms atm decided upon for the 
collection of data from the parent®, employers, and area 
evaluators for a variety of reasons: Cl) people are usually
more willing to talk than write, (2) it is usually easier to 
secure personal Information, (3) the questions ten be 'more 
fully explained, end.#) it seemed that there would be more, 
security of a response to a request for a short interview
An
than any other means of data collection.
Since the concern of the study was the problems in 
adjustment encountered by the employees on their first Jobs, 
the question® posed In the interviews reflected this con­
cern. The employees were asked what problems they encoun­
tered on their first Job. The parents,' employers, and ares 
evaluators were also,.in turn, asked what problems they 
believed the employees encountered on their first Job. In 
addition, the employees were asked what they thought could be 
done to Improve the Work Experience Program to help others 
avoid similar problems, likewise, the parents, employers, 
and area ©valuatorc were asked, based upon their experience© 
with the Work Experience Program, to offer suggestions for 
the improvement of the program* (Copies of the questions 
used to interview the employees, parents, employers, and 
area evaluators are Included In Appendixes 0,
*2John W» Best, Basaarehla..Education (Englewood 
Cliffs, n.J.i Prentice fill, l»70>* 'PP*I®*# lw.
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With the completion of the data-gatherlng instru­
ments, the next step was to arrange the interviewa. Initial 
contact with the employees was via telephone because, as 
stated earlier, the menially retarded have a limited ability
to read and write comprehensively enough to understand end
43follow directions. During the telephone conversations ait 
explanation of who was calling end why their opinions were 
feeing ©ought was made. Xf the employes agreed to be inter* 
viewed, the date, time, and place for so interview were 
arranged. At the seme time one of the employee's parents 
was asked to cone to the telephone and was then told who was 
calling and the purpose of the call. If the parents proved 
co-operative, an interview was arranged*
During the time the initial contacts with the employ­
ees were being made, it was necessary to choose replacements 
for two of the twenty-five employees, m  one had tawed from 
the city and the other wae hospitalized. The awe procedures 
were followed to select the two replacements as were followed 
in the original selection.
Evan though the interviews with the employees and the 
parents were conducted in the hoots and usually arranged at 
the same time, the Interviews were conducted individually so 
that the responses of the participants would not be 
influenced by others present.
*%*rwet«-» op, eit.
mAfter cmpletlon of cim iotsruiewg with tbs '#optby«* 
ee# and their par sots# iotervteirg were arranged with tbs 
settop**#* ftest The name* edfltegga% and tele*
phone umfamtm of the saplsyers were obtained from tbs. Work’ 
E^psrlsma fregrsiii fits#* The interviews wm& again 
awat^sil by teleptftne* acid' tbs ska® pro*
tedure# were used with, the e^loyars a# with the 'employees ■ 
and parent©* 1 ?
The final step'itt the toliectlei* of date m m  to 
interview tbs area evaluators* & % t m g ® m m & were m & ®  through 
Ooodwltt fudeetrlee to meat with the area evaluators as a 
group to discus# the who were subjects
of the study* The meeting was held at Qoodwill Industries 
because of its central location and the eMeefldLttttrtyr of 
records#
The collection of data was greatly facilitated by 
the woperatioo of an# interest stewo by- the .Individuals 
i&fie&tiMHA* The parents were especially cooperative and 
mmmd genuinely concerned with'the concept of the study*
With th# collection of the 'data collated , it wag them 
necessary to told it imto usable fora*
iMOtnni n R  m m t m w r  or m
In order to arrange the date itito usable fora, the 
iofiottetion obtained, from each group wag ■ first treated 
independently and ■ then jointly* 'The problems in adjustment 
as related by' the ei^toyee* were listed and- placed in related
groups. Readings which reflected the nature of eeeh group* 
were sesigned to aid to the listing and discussing, of the 
problems Its adjustment.
It was found that the problems In adjustment related 
by the. employees could be placed under eta headings. These 
eta headings were: (I) difficulties with social or Inter*
personal relationships* {!.) dissatisfaction with salary 
aad/er feeur-e* <3) problems with health or physical disabil­
ities, (4) loss of interest In the job* <5) concern with Job 
future, and (6) tank of vocational reeponelbility. In addi­
tion, the number of incidents cited under each heading wee 
recorded* and the headings were ranked by frequency.
WBkdMfc nw Trk ayrfiiyfri cmm tm sm ati *nFi >a... ^  jfa  m» iii~ gifc %  HE ^  J w  jiBd6d.i6dt ttiit icklh*- ^ ^ .m Sin# i W  pTOMMIN£&. %HWF& IIMKI- #TOP #1
the three other groups, the parents, employers, and area 
©valuatore. The responses of each of these groups were, in 
turn* divided into .related areas and assigned headings. The 
areas and subsequently the headings used in listing and dis­
cussing each of the four groups were similar, except for the 
addition of two headings, slowness in comprehending and lack, 
of job skills. The .groups reflected’ e majority of the m m  
headings, lists, tanked by frequency, were dec made of the 
responses from, the parents, employers, cod area evaluators. 
The four lists were then combined and frequency ranked.
A table Hating the job titles* the number of employ­
ees associated with each title* end a description of tie 
teaks each job entails m s  compiled. It appears as fable I, 
page 35.
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The headings assigned each related m m  were used to 
compile two tables. Table 2, page 46, shows the number of 
incidence cited under a particular heading for each of the 
four groups interviewed and- the total number of incidents 
cited under each particular heading. Table 3, page 32, was 
compiled to illustrate what each particular group thought
^^jEilkjdK jjgi* Jrti "W1 g h  JK «Slto W&s Je A  *5P''Jbfc JBU&jM&Hit&tk. .dlft VwmWm %w¥m-- m ■Wm^ wWmSKBSmm* %H0
names were arranged in alphabetical order, each name ms  
assigned a 'letter of the alphabet, and each was then followed 
bp the headings under which each group thought the employee*s 
problem belonged. To give clearer meaning 'to the results of 
the research the verbatim comments of the employees, parents, 
employer®, and area evaluators were recorded. (They are 
included in Appendix 8.)
The next set of responses to be combined into unable 
form was the suggestions made by the four groups for the 
improvement of the Work Experience Program. Almost the asms 
procedures were followed as with the ranking of the problems 
in adjustment. The suggestion® made by each group were 
independently listed by frequency, and then the four lists 
were combined. Although the suggestions obtained from the 
Interview questions were not used directly in the study, 
they did serve as vital Information in formulating recommen­
dations on what could be changed or'modified in the Work 
Experience Program to assist the student in making a smoother 
transition from the program into an actual job situation.
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With the composite lists made, the data could then 
be analysed In reference to the statement of the problem, to 
Identify, according to the eoployees, parents, employers, 
cod arcs evaluators, those deficiencies in non-manual skills 
that created problems in vocational adjustment for a group 
of twenty-five educable mentally retarded employees who had' 
participated in the Work Experience Program of Omaha Public 
Schools and'mho had failed to succeed after placement on 
the first Job. likewise, the data could also’ be used to 
analyte the 'four hypotheses. The analyses mere executed by 
examining each of the. eight areas related by each group in 
reference 'to the requirements established by the definition 
for deficiencies In non-manual skills. ' The results of the 
analyses appear in Chapter Four, The Result# of the Study.
chapter 4
RESULTS OF THE STUDY 
PURPOSE OF CHAPTER 4
The findings to chi© study are presented to two 
parts. Chapter four presents the results o£ the interviews 
with the employees, parents, employers, end area evaluators. 
The results deal with the problems to adjustment experienced 
by the employees m  their first Jobs, to addition, the rec­
ommendations for improving the Work Experience Program sug­
gested by the tour groups are presented. Chapter Five 
presents the conclusions and recommendation e drawn from 
these results, as well as areas where further research seemed 
warranted,
THE EMPLOYEES AM) THETR JOBS
Twenty-five of the sixty-two graduatea of the Work 
Experience Program of Omaha Public Schools mode up the group 
of employee® involved in the study. In addition:, their 
.parents, chair first employers, and 'their area evaluators 
were interviewed. Eighty-nine of the one hundred possible 
opinions ware secured. Two parents refused to be interviewed, 
one foster parent professed a lack of knowledge of the. situ­
ation, one parent did not know of any specific problem 
experienced by the employe®, and the ares evaluators
33
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reported that they knew of no apparent problems for six of 
the employees.
Six of the employee a were employed as food preparation 
m  food service workers. They performed the following tasks: 
preparing food, carrying soiled and clean dishes} sweeping, 
scrubbing, and other related janitorial duties. Pour of the 
employees worked m  hospital service wethers performing gen­
eral janitorial tasks. Pour of the employees were employed as 
nursery and day care aides, changing m& feeding babies and 
small children, and supervising playrooms and the playground. 
The three employees who were nursing borne aides generally per­
formed Janitorial tasks with the exception of one girl who had 
been given special training in the preparation of patients for 
therapy. Unloading box cars and stacking and loading crates 
of furniture were the Jobs performed by three employees 
employed as warehouse workers. TWo of the employees were 
employed as car jockeys at a large automobile dealership and 
were responsible for delivering new cars, returning repaired 
care, and moving cars into and out of the toes. Two employ­
ees worked at service stations, but one performed janitorial 
tasks, and the other was employed as an attendant, pumping gas, 
changing and fixing flats, changing windshield wipers, and 
going out on emergency service calls to start oars. One 
employee, employed m  a furniture repairman, performed such 
tasks as sending, painting, and refinishing furniture.
To give a clearer understanding of the type of jobs 
employees held as their first Job placement, Table I presents
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a itst of the Job title®, the number of employee® associated 
with each title, end a description of the tasks each job 
entailed.
RESULTS W  THE STUB?
Following the selection of the twenty-five Work 
Experience graduates and the completion of Interview® with 
them, their parent®, their fir.at employer®, and their area 
evaluatora, the first item of study was to define the most 
prominent problems that occurred following their initial 
placement on the job.
The problems related by the employees were tabulated 
as follows*
1. Difficulties with social or interpersonal 
relationships
2. Dissatisfaction, with salary and/or hour®
3. lack of vocational responsibility
&. Problems with health or physical disabilities
3. Concern with job future
6. toss of interest in the job
Because these areas were general, a detailed examination of
each follows:
ahlp.g. The moat frequently mentioned problem of .the
employees was tn the area of social or interpersonal rela»' 
tionships. ' Seven of the twenty-five employees noted diffi­
culties with either the esaptoysr or fellow employees* The 
difficulties ranged from a wild lack of understanding between
the and the to a severe fiitoatioo in tibiislivy? w " ' T '  • jjp  Tyt'W ' ■“ ” -'W !*ff*  ^WlWWWKT1 tWfsWlff-jr vgWTOw* rmffF nSFT"**1 V  th T  wK*!-#*- Wrr i w i w r W " ^ W
the employer supposedly spread ."stories" that the employee 
took drugs and that a hypodeKnic needle end otter drug equip- 
meat had been found hidden on the job. Similarly, diffi­
culties with felloe employees ranged frost comments of "t 
didn't get along with some of the people X worked with," to 
m  instance where a stabbing resulted from an argument with 
another employee.
f&J8«8&B>tafiita^  ^ Salary
and/or tews dissatisfaction was the second most frequent 
problem m  related by six of the twenty-five employees. 
Problems in this category ranged from complaint e of not 
enough tears (employees An the Work Experience Program mat 
work a minimss. of eighteen hours per weak to earn credits 
for the job) to c m  of too many tears (the. employes was 
working, fifty»nine hours per week). Two employees com­
plained of inadequate salary*
Five of the
twenty-five employee© related that they experienced problems 
later classified as stewing m lack of vocational responsibil­
ity. Among the problems reported were those reflecting die* 
like for some job tasks, apathy with job, ate attitude
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toward work, two employees stated that they liked the Job 
in general bid; disliked aom of the Job tasks involved. One 
of these employee® employed at m drive-In restaurant disliked 
policing the parking let but liked the rest of the job. In 
the other case, w  employee st a service station enjoyed 
only that part of the job dealing With mechanics. Apathy 
toward tbs job was expressed by another two employees. Both 
felt the Job was merely a oceans of making money, end neither 
employee was particularly enthusiastic about the Job. like­
wise, neither one could name anything specific that bothered 
him. Only mm  employee expressed the opinion that the work 
<buaboy In a restaurant) was too hard, and he didn't like to 
work that hard*
Three of the twenty-five employees experienced health and/or 
physical problems as deterrent to vocational adjustment. Of 
the three, one had & physical handicap, and two experienced 
health problems which reduced their ability. to perform the 
necessary job tasks. The physically handicapped employee 
had an underdeveloped m m  and teg which caused difficulties 
In lifting the large, heavy pans used in the bakery in which 
he worked. Of the two individuals experiencing health prob­
lems, one employee had many absences from work due to 
appendicitis and a 'resulting appendectomy. The second wee 
asthmatic and m m  exposed to fumes in the perfonssnce of 
hie job in m  oil refinery.
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Concern with job future. Foot job future was men­
tioned by two employeo® as a problem. They reported that 
they had no problems performing the job (loading end unload­
ing furniture), but they ware not Interested in this type of 
jab far a future occupation because it becomes more diffi­
cult with age.
tasa..of Interest,in. the lob. Two of the employees
interviewed described their problems as simply becoming 
tired of the job. They basically liked the Job and 'had no 
particular problems, but they were no longer interested in 
the job and were eager to wove on to something new.
Bfesult.s..of_Pjigmt_.TnteEviewe
The major problems in adjustment as related by the 
parents were as follows!
1. Difficulties with social or interpersonal 
relationships
2. Dissatisfaction with salary’ and/or hours
3. Problems with health or physical disabilities
4. Concern with Job future
5. toss of interest in the job
Although the problems expressed were basically the same as 
those expressed by their children, the parents* views were 
helpful in delving deeper into some of tbs- problem ©an- 
Cloned and in introducing problem which their children were 
reluctant to express. To illustrate this, an explanation of 
the five categories follows.
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ships. Again, the mat. frequently mentioned problem was 
social or Interpersonal relationships. Eleven of tie twenty- 
five parents felt that their children had difficulties in
this area*
SI* of the eleven case# dealt with esnployee-etnployer 
relationships. Specif lenity, one parent said that her son’s 
employer had circulated rumors that her -son was taking drugs 
and that he had found drug equipment hidden on tint job prem* 
lees, la another instance, the mother felt that her eon had 
been taken advantage of by an employer who maintained him aft 
a salary tower than others doing the ernes job. The employer, 
also, did not grant him fringe benefits, euch as insurance, 
because he was In a training program.
The remaining five cases involved employee-employee 
relationships. Two of the parents were 'specific in discuss­
ing these problems. One mother eoid how her son suffered 
because the other employees teased M m  and celled him a
he was associated with Goodwill Industrie®. 
The other incident involved a knifing. The mother stated 
theft her atm was teased 'by another employe® about being from 
Goodwill, He reported it to the manager, but nothing wa© 
done. The other employee continued to tease her son who one 




parent# thought that ttoir child's major difficulty m>@ di#- 
satisfaction with salary or hours* Among the problems experi­
enced were three cases of - too few heme (as mentioned pre­
viously, ' employees in the Work Experience Program w e t  work 
a mlnicm of eighteen hours per week to earn credits for the 
Job) and one case in which the mother reported that her 
dsughterdi silked having only one Saturday end one Sunday 
off a month.
Health and/or physical problems were reported by three par­
ents ae the obetoeies which prevented their children from 
adjusting satisfactorily to the Job. two of the parents 
reported problems with health, the mother of one employee
i • . * -.
stated that tor eon suffered from asthma and could not toler­
ate the fumes at hia job to an oil refinery. In the other 
instance, the mother felt that her daughter adjusted poorly 
and subsequently lost her Job because appendicitis and set 
appendectomy caused her to to absent from work frequently. 
In the third report, eh© problem was s physical handicap, 
the mother said that her eon could not do the lifting 
Involved in his job in a to&ery because Of a Mrth defect, 
a shortened arm and leg.
eoncem wlth iob foture. According to their pat­
ents, two employees adjusted poorly because they were
concerned with their Job future. ■ One employee who woe work­
ing ee © grill cook at a carry-out restaurant tlked the Job 
for the present-but felt ho did not went to 'do'that type of 
work indefinitely. In the other situation, the mother ' 
related, that ter eon felt that te ted been misled ©bout his 
Job future. He took the Job as a car Jockey at a large auto­
mobile > dealership because he was led to believe that the 
employer would eventually train him to ba a mechanic.'
that ter daughter, who was employed at a nursing home-for 
the elderly, simply lost interest it) that type of work and 
wanted to tty something different.
Results of Etelaver lotarylewa
'. I
The major problems in adjustment ©a related by the 
employers were as follows)
I* Difficulties with social or interpersonal 
relationships
2. tack 'Of vocation©! responsibility
3. Problem* with health or physic®! disabilities
4. Slowness in comprehending
5. Lack of job skills
Following is an explanation of each of these areas.
Difficulties _.soglal or,.lnters©£jKmad^^latiaa- 
flhles. Eight of the twenty-five employers thought that the 
employees involved in the study lacked the maturity to
socialite successfully. Specifically, the employer® men­
tioned Inability to accept supervision, Inability to cowsual- 
cate effectively, inability to stake decisions whan confronted 
with mat unusual situation, and Inability to control emotional 
stress.
Seven other
employers felt that lack of vocations! responsibility was 
the characteristic which prevented their employees turn 
adjusting, the problems which created the nwet concern were 
absenteeism and tardiness, the employers stated that most of 
the employees performed sufficiently well on job tasks but 
that they could not be depended upon to arrive every working 
day and to come at the designated time.
Three of the employers expressed the opinion that their 
employees suffered vocational maladjustment because they 
'Were physically unable to perform the job tasks* In addi­
tion, another employer stated thee the individual he employed 
had health problems which caused freguent absences, as well 
as .poor performance on the job.
Slowness InaomBrahendlnft. Four of the employers
reported that the employees' slowness in comprehending direc­
tions and procedures was the obstacle to successful job 
adjustment for the employees they employed. Although the 
workers did an acceptable job of completing their tasks,
AA
directions bad to be stated, simply and had to.be befit to a 
minimum. Furthermore» the employees needed a maximum of 
supervt elon.
tg. Only one of the employers
reported that eh© employee lathed the necessary skill© to 
perform the Job*
Based upon their experience® with the employees 
during work experience, the area evaluators expressed their 
opinions on what problems the employees encountered on thetr 
first jobs, the major employee problems in adjustment as' 
related by -the area evaluators were as-follow®s
1. tack of vocational responsibility
2. Difficulties with social or interpersonal 
relationships
3. Slowness in comprehending
An explanation of each category seems in order for a clearer 
understanding.
tack of vocational msaonsibllltv. tack of voca­
tional responsibility was the most frequently mentioned prob­
lem with' the area evaluator® mentioning this problem for ten 
of the twenty-five employees. Included in this -category 
were such -characteristic® as having poor attendance and 
punctuality* lacking Interest in the job as a whole* and 
working only at interesting ports of the job.
4S
shies. The problems which ranked second we» those -of a 
social or interpersonal nsture. Sir of the twenty-five 
employees were thought by the, area evaluators to have had 
difficulty with accepting supervision, getting along with 
their fellow employees, maintaining personal hygiene, or 
coping with home problems.
Three of the employees 
were geld by the area evaluators to be slow in comprehend­
ing directions and procedures, and they required much 
supervision to complete a task.
To gain a clearer understanding of the deficiencies 
in non-manual skills of each Individual, a table of 
responses concerning each individual m s  compiled. Table 2 
summarises the. responses of the employees, parents, employers, 
and area evaluators. The entries represent the respondents' 
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Because so ©any of eh® comments ware repeated by many 
of eh® eighty-nine individuals who expressed their opinion®, 
a final step In the coorpiiing of Information m  the problems 
in adjustment wee eh® construction of a table showing the 
number of references made to each category from 'fable 2. to. 
addition, fable 3, peg©- St, show® the total number of refer* 
ences made to each category.
Although the recommendations were not the primary 
concern of the study, they were invaluable in the analysis 
of the problems In adjustment experienced by graduates of 
the Work Experience Program on their first job. Each 
employee, parent, employer, end area evaluator expressed 
what he thought could be done to improve the program and 
help the employees make a better adjustment on their jobs. 
Following are the lists, ranked by frequency, of the recom­
mendations made by each groups
1. Provide work experience to mote areas
2. Make work experience core closely resemble the 
actual job situation
3. Lengthen the period of experience to certain
situations
4. Separata the obviously handicapped from those 
who do not appear handicapped
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5, Provide work experience only In areas of 
interest:
3. Provide work experience in Job's with a better
future
?. Give a clearer explanation of the Work Experi­
ence STogrssi
0* Place students on Jobs in which they have work 
Provide h y the Job ptaeeaag&t
specialises
ll» Arraega Job# where the pay attd other hmm&ixe
for' Merle Experlertee frogra® employees are the same as for 
otter m^lmymmm
I# tMgiAao the-period of aiqpprleMe toefora Job
m  dAfe sk ^  ilbliiti -tlt~ J*Ugpi&ei&gietit
to Provide ©ore paree& ami tmmtmmmmM
3# Provide work e&parletiee to areas with a better
foture
4 *. Provide nmtm variety in alia areas of for ad for 
work i^ farte»ei#
3* W w m M m  t m m  €®ltm$~np by t te  Job plapeme^ 
specialist#
6 * Provide training to areas of ismmmm. <mty 
?*. Separate the ofewlmiely tsaoitoappei from those 
who do not: appear taadicapped
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8. flake work experience wore closely resemble the 
actual job situation
1. Teach vocational responsibility
2. Teach ways to. improve' social and Interpersonal 
relationships
3. Provide better orientation of the employers on 
the Work Experience Progretn and bow It functions
4. Teach wore job skills, such as following 
directions
5* Increase the amount of work experience given 
before job placement
6* Provide better placement and follow-up by the 
job placement specialists
Mmjsvelusfai^^ The recommendations
made by the employees, parents, and employers were discussed 
with the area evaluators concerning their feasibility. Fol­
lowing is-a list of the recommendations the area evaluators
best the tvnwt&M
1. Lengthen the period of work experience before 
job placement
2. Teach vocational responsibility
3. Provide work experience in care areas
4. Teach ways to improve social and Interpersonal 
relationships
5.i fjrovtde better orientation about the Uoxk Experi­
ence Program sod tew it functions
6. Make work experience m m  closely resemble 
setel job situations
7. Separate the obviously handicapped from those 
who do not appear handicapped
8. Provide better follow-up by the Sob placement 
specialists
Chapter 5
swmm»  concussions, mcomsmhtmm, and
RECCEMiNDATIOSS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
PURPOSE GF CWVFTER 5
Chapter Five proffers s summary of the results of 
the study presented to the- previous chapter.- In addition* 
conclusions and recosrasndations inferred from the results 
ere presented* the chapter concludes with recommendations 
for further research.
S®««t OF TAB STUD?
the purpose of this study vme to identify* according 
to the employees, parents, employers, and area evaluators* 
those deficiencies to non-menual skills that created problems 
to vocational adjustment severe enough for job termination 
on the first job for a group of twenty-five edueeble mentally 
retarded employees who had participated to the Work Experi­
ence Program of Omaha Public Schools.
The research examined: (I) the employees' opinions
on whet deficiencies to non-manual skills caused their prob­
lems to adjustment following initial placement on the job,
C2) the parents* opinions on what deficiencies in non-msnual 
skills caused the employees’ problem® to adjustment, (3) the
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employe*a* opinions on what deficiencies la w m a l  skills 
the employees experienced on the job, and (4) the area evalu­
ator e* opinions of what deficiencies in non-manual skills 
the employees experienced on the job. to addition, the opin­
ions of the employees, parents, employers, and area evalu­
ators were sought on what modifications could be made In the 
Work Experience Progran 'to Improve it*
StStCffitY m  RESULTS
The data collected from the interviews with the 
employees, parents, employers, and area evaluators revealed, 
when: grouped into related areas, that the problems experi­
enced Ip the employees could be arranged under eight broad 
headings! <l) difficulties with social or interpersonal 
relationships, C2> lack of vocational responsibility, <3> 
dissatisfaction with salary ami/or hours, <4> problems with 
health or physical disabilities, <5> slowness In comprehend­
ing, <§) concern with job future, (?) loss of interest In 
the job, and (8) lack of job skills.
Thirty-two of the eighty-nine responses indicated 
that the employees had experienced difficulty because of m 
deficiency of a social or interpersonal nature. Those 
results made it the most frequently mentioned deficiency in 
a non-manual skill. The problems experienced by the employ- 
#aj§ centered around i-tie enaotion&l variables*
§8
skills, family relation!ships, peer-group relationships, and
social skills. As further evidence of Its importance, nine
( •• '
of the twenty-five employers interviewed suggested that the 
Work Experience Program emphasise social skills and that the 
actual teaching of Job skills be commenced by the employing 
institution after placement.
Of the reported problems with non-manual skills, 
twenty-two of tbs eighty-nine foil under the heading of lack 
of vocational responsibility. The most frequently mentioned 
problems, lb this ares were absenteeism and tardiness; others 
Included. thought Is m  quitting of the Job, apathy with the 
Job, and poor attitude toward the job*
The employers .felt that lack of vocational responsi­
bility was a prominent problem,: for the. teaching'of voca­
tional responsibility was. the recommendation mentioned more 
often than any other by the employers.: Seven of the twenty-
needed, to be made more aware of their responsibilities toward 
the Job and the employer, and to learn to take orders, and to 
follow directions. They ware especially concerned that the 
employees learn their responsibility of being at work when 
assigned and of being there on rims.
Dissatisfaction with, salary and/or hours accounted 
for ten of the eighty-nine adjustment problems. It seemed
Jt
that .the employees found it difficult to dlstingui«h that the 
kinds of Jobs in which they were employed were not am impor­
tant es certain other Jobe# awl they were confused and resent­
ful of the differences in salary. Likewise, they apparently 
did not understand the 'purpose, of the many deductions §mm 
their salary and objected to these reductions. In m Mm 
Instances, the employees fe lt  they were being vlctlmlred, 
and they quit to lock for a better Job. In relation to hour®, 
the soar common complaint was.too few hours.
Another t m  of the eighty-nine problems In vocational 
adjustment were classified as problems with health or phys­
ical disabilities. Of the employees who failed to adjust 
because of 'health or physical disabilities the employers indi­
cated that they could perform the manual skills associated 
with the Job but that to do so tasted them physically.
fiiH- iffr mm. A' flhfah'ijfri^lfdig lUi iHMfwHi jaw Kin jdj Mifc^^sMW-Xiat.[As niftfc mi i(A BfcsTe jwA, riii Mr
tbs eighty-nine individuals interviewed in the study* The
.ifMhiSMhWii «  Jubj.jaR - ik k sttk iiw 'wdi^ib. we e-^W'ri'iS t  jeW-w ^bihh jttitc jib- jffeujdkiife:1 jSm tlMttidfli.diUfeiHw idb tdttabb  iifeiw i m b  flu idfi wwWw^m!$>gpW-Wm JrfWlI- ^ fitli5 W*!®' ® Tp&WWwWim Ip II©.
tasks required but that they -needed «stra tine to be taught 
the skills and required more supervision than the other 
employees.
four mi the eighty-nine participants to the study 
mentioned concern with Job future as an fSTnploy^ © jmboMUkjk
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because they felt that the Jobs in which ch© employees bad 
been placed were appropriate for the present time, but that 
the jobs eaesaad to offer little job security or opportunity 
for advancement.
Three of fcht eighty-nine individuate interviewed 
evaluated the employees' problems In vocational adjustment 
as & lose of interest In the job* they ccsaraented that the 
employee bad. gotten along well on the job but bad become 
bored with the job environment.
Lack of job skills accounted for only one of the 
eighty-nine opinions expressed in the study as being the 
primary source of Job tnalad justment.
Bach of the four groups, the employees, tbs parents, 
the employers, and the area evaluators, did not necessarily 
indicate all eight of the area headings as problems, but 
there were some Interesting observations that became apparent 
in examining the areas that were cited by the groups.
The only area that all: four of the groups cited as 
creating problems in vocational adjustment for the employees 
was difficulties with social or Interpersonal relationships* 
Seven of the twenty-five employees and eleven of the twenty- 
on©: parents expressed the opinion that difficulties with
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social or interpersonal relationships were problems hindering 
vocational adjustment for the employees. This made difficul­
ties with social or interpersonal relationships the mast 
frequently mentioned problem by both the employees and the 
parents. ,
light of the employer® end six'of the area evaluators 
gave difficulties with social or interpersonal relationship®' 
as the area in which the employees suffered maladjustment. 
Although the number of responses given by the employer® and 
area evaluators were not sufficient to rank difficulties 
with social or interpersonal relationships as the most fre­
quently mentioned problem of the employees, the number of 
response® did place this area as the second most important 
area in which the employees suffered difficulties.
Seventeen employers’ and area evaluators* replies 
revealed, that they believed the moat prominent problem in 
vocational adjustment experienced by the employees was lack 
of vocational responsibility. They were concerned that the 
etc little or no pride in working or doing a good 
job. Neither did the employees feel accountable enough to 
arrive at work every working day nor to arrive on time. On 
the other hand, five of the employees and none of the parents 
related, problems which were classified as showing a lack of 
vocational responsibility. In -none of these instances did 
the employees accept the responsibility for job failures 
instead, they projected the reason® for job failure onto the 
job situation or onto persons.encountered on the Job.
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-r-d* rJtSr .Jfeb'nii sribAah Mifr jNfcjiiitt.j/kS tee* Afr'ttbatim dirtli MTMTfc tflh tftil AiMkv^Mwi wlW m^ESCI &m$* CIS* K^IJf JUS^r©© Is flPCl®
parents noted problems with health or physical disabilities 
as the problem encountered by Che employee, while not one of 
$f*ll& 0!T4iS WIIBSlSBSlWS whef Sp^ s^S'SilS ftaflh #jf %%# 
during their work experience indicated problems with health 
car physical disabilities.
’Usee of the employees or parents indicated problems 
in vocational adjustment due to Mental retardation, the 
employers and area evaluators, on the ether hand, indicated 
at least five problems which could be directly attributed to 
the* s^pl^NiSS1 UtoBSl If0:tSp3f^ 0t40H • FutHf #f! %ll# 
and three of the area evaluators expressed the opinion that 
the employees experienced problems in vocational adjustment
M f e e i l f c d K a f t  it  A*' a f t . i K . A  aesajjB} Jjftltlft ifc r t g i i i i  jffk . ff-riiHtii_i^« ■WmwmBwm WWmf WmWm m Wm to WHffltoliMw mm. pxQQw*
ifaM&M end 'tsttlSll gytNftffrHLgtdjffl W& jjrlualiy 4mft$
tasks. Indirectly the employees' mental retardation created 
problems in adjustment of a social or interpersonal nature
* fellow workers teased the® about 
their mentality and tried to taka advantage of their 
limitations.
ten employees end parents considered dissatisfac-
ttoft mUsli ialaw sxnA/^it toil*?# at»4 tofMMMMl iit&ti feitom
to %£i USSbtSBS fev the g # of t&Mi■ w i f r  y  w  t r  mwy wcjliib s^ulmi1 w  iM fp w a e  ^ f w  tcw J f  ^^PtrfKnW i^r **r  vjp m ?s ^p vr™ MBF'Sfti w *  Wm *|I
etnplovers or &### si#slssto^s these ae ewtoyiteS
y^^HEift'sMaWicE i^ra ilillli igHi
m■ m m m m m
T t t # _ r g l m a  to t t o liatm vta* gwastiotia- 
poitMMNl to- thft 4N»Mb>«iiM ttttfc tflA CfemMlftef
O0QMflMlliOft€iO<l among t l10 4^1OfWi0t and
arm  wmm ioadefwie* Several iniitatloss of
liteteqttato etimaei# of o^mnnioat-ton wm& vmmmmm& in  all 
tmm group**
The es^iofeee* roepofiMe dltoteaed that there «as 
insufficient toimonltotioci totoeert fete s&utoxit* t-and after 
placement, tli# employees) and the tork i^perienee Program, 
toamnto* swell as **eet enough feta# spent on on# jafe*‘f f%s«e 
training feefnre planing on til# Jofe*** and wdi*fe*t shw how 
to do «ny things eAMUAt hmm to fee done on the iofe**1 timmA 
that the employees did not fully understand the purpose and 
-proeedwra# of the mmk tnp&vXmcfo Program* they thought 
they tier# feeing trained to perform eeirtain Jobs.
Ifee ^ refits also shared this opinion* for they made 
swell eninments sat *try to toeefe a trade*11 $*d0offc pit out 
M i 0i^  eto «ten,t have Jofe skill**** and r*lt (the Work 
lnptri#n» ftogratii). dot**t spend enough tta# preparing toes* 
fo r th e ir Jofe*ff these eosrasii:# atoned that they did to t . 
understand that the Hark E&perieoee -Program m #  only trying 
to gin# tli# students a sample of %#feat mttk mm® IXk# so that 
a jofe «ewid tot fee m totally mm mn$mlmnm to them* Sera* 
of tto parents fnispe*tod their took of understanding* for 
they MrarasnsraSed that the Work B&perleo&a Program mml4 fee
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Improved fey intensifying the orientation of bias parents and 
by trying to involve the parents to- a greater extent in the
yragr i9iiii#
The employers* responses to the interview Questions 
regarding suggestions for improvements in the Work Experi­
ence Progress C shewn in Appendix H) revealed that they were 
more knowledgeable above the program. However, many of the® 
414 £s&Qfam&f!d fch&fc wwl<!te
employers with a better orientation end follow-up program. 
Thetr ooasnente showed that they- were uncertain of what the 
employees had been taught at Goodwill Industries end of 
whet their role was in the program and were doubtful about 
how to treat their (fork Experience Prostata emnlovees.’*•-** PWS ▼pv.*!* mPM? ▼;T' t*  -BP* -“ dr^ nw'TOfe BUB -gr &  W- ▼ JRf” nEf*-iS*f> -w  g*w ^wr &  Jfc’Bft' tWrWrrc^Bp  ^ aipn^Bft-iBflf IP
These indications revealed that it was nd sunder-
Mt-jh iTltBhuflF of tdkjiLi- 'rft d^tMiWf'n'g djj iffi Ikgg; fjg- -Mfjl- Jhi- -™ ^  fca-..*• gk.X|. V -.Bto mtoiEt irtl BhiMTlrtitoit^- W IB iHi iflfctf M Prt't'djth' €$®13h&N6I# OtlUilOwCI 4. w
i&&£& %h&n &t%v 4&ltttvf €&&£&£ th&t. f^ odfcig&di tthet woblesas 
between the s>tork Experience Program and the individuals 
involved to the study, for they expected the Work Experience 
.Program to do something It had never. intended to do, namely, 
to teach the students a trede.
Further indication of the toade«guate channels of 
communication among the individual* involved to the Work 
Experience Program was the parents* seemingly tosufficient 
knowledge of whet the employee was re sponsible for -on the 
Job. This conclusion was Inferred from the feet that not
©fHt 0# tltltil BSriaCitfi' 0f| itomt /wad fitrobltiHIl t&£l£ ShoWCKl
a lack of vocational responsibility when seventeen of the
forty-three employers' end area evaluators' responses con­
cerned problems which were classified as showing a lack of 
vocational responsibility*
Another indication -of inadequate channels of communi­
cation was the priority in which the respondents* comments 
fell* As s result of this ranking, there was a definite 
division of the participants1 responses Into two groups, the 
employee-parent group and the employer-atea evaluator group. 
The frequency of the employees' and parents* responses 
(eighteen of the possible forty-six) indicated that this 
group considered difficulties with social or interpersonal 
relationships to be the outstanding employee problem. How­
ever, tbs employers' and area evaluators* responses (four­
teen of the possible forty-three) revealed that this group 
.considered a lack of vocational responsibility to be the out­
standing employee problem. The employees and parents placed 
the responsibility for vocational failure upon other indiv­
idual e or situations encountered on the job, slot’ upon the 
employees. The- employers tod area evaluators took just the 
opposite stand and placed the blame, for vocational failure 
on the employees.
The result was the two groups blaming each other for 
the employees' failure to succeed to the job* for example, 
the employee blamed the employer for hew 'he was treated to 
the job* The employer blamed the employee for his absentee­
ism and tardiness*. The parent blamed the employer for hew 
the employee was. treated* The parent blamed the area
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evaluator for we* providing enough ”treintng.n The product 
waa a vicious circle of blame-passing encouraged by inade­
quate channels of coarounlcacion.
All of Ehe preceding incident© point to the condo-. 
sion that • the necessary channels of eeaisiuntcatioo among the 
employees, parents, employers, and area, evaluators were 
inadequate*
A second conclusion reached from the result® of the 
study m u  that the type of job available for placement con­
tributed to the employees* problems in vocational adjust­
ment. Because the program provides work experience for 
mentally retarded individuals from sixteen to twenty-one 
years of age attending school part-time, the type of Job 
which could be found for placement m e  limited. Many of the 
Jobs were part-time, chiefly during the peek periods of busi­
ness, or full-time on .the night shift. For instance, in a 
restaurant the employees were wanted at the lunch and dinner 
hours and on the weekends. This sometimes meant they worked 
only two or three hours a day and a full shift on the week­
end. This situation influenced the employees ’ opinions of 
the job. This occurred because the employees were only 
wanted during the busiest, mast hectic pare of the work day, 
and it- was only on this experience that they could feaee 
their opinion of the job.
Because the pace of work was not as beetle Airing 
their work experience, the employees were not prepared to 
cope with the job.situation. In addition, since the
memployees Shad little work experience upon which to bees their 
opinion of a job, they got the impression that work was 
always that hectic, thus, the type of job available for 
placement .slanted the employees* outlook on work and. added to 
their problems In vocational adjustment.
Another facet of difficulties caused by the type of 
job available for placement we# the raia-sascebtog of the job 
with the student.. Some examples of faulty match-up which 
caused problems for the employees enrol the employee with 
asthma working where fumes were- abundant, the' physically 
handicapped Individual whose Job required him to lift and 
carry heavy pens, and the young nursing home aides who were 
too immature to cope with the peculiarities or temperaments 
of the elderly. These individuals probably would have met 
'With more success on a job for which they were better suited. 
Thee© examples again Illustrate that the type of job.avail­
able for placement contributed to the employees* problems in 
vocational adjustment.
The third conclusion made tmm the results of the 
study was- that the employees' problems in vocational adjust­
ment ware caused by deficiencies in non-manual skills.. Of 
the eight area® mentioned previously in this chapter the 
employees related problems in vocational adjustment classi­
fied under these headings* difficulties with social or 
interpersonal relationships, lack of vocations1 responsibil­
ity, dissatisfaction with salary and/or hours, problems with 
health or physical disabilities, concern with job future.
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and lam of interest in the job, Alt of these area® wst the 
qualifications to fee classified ae deficiencies in non-manual 
ektile. Therefore, the hypothesis that the employees would 
indicate that deficiencies in non-manual aktlls created prob­
lems In' vocational adjustment which led to job termination 
for the twenty-five participants in the study me 
substantiated.
The parents related problems in vocational adjustment 
classified under these headingsJ difficult!®# with ©octal or 
Interpersonal relationships, dissatisfaction with salary 
and/or hour©, problems with health or physical disabilities, 
concern with job'future, and lose of interest in the job.
All of ’these areas met the requirements to be classified as 
deficiencies in non-manual skills. Therefore, the hypothesis 
that the parents would indicate that deficiencies in non- 
manual skills created problems in vocational adjustment which 
led to Job tarmioetion for the twenty-five participants in 
the study was substantiated.
The employers related problems in vocational adjust­
ment classified under these headings; difficulties with 
social or Interpersonal relation ships, lack of vocational 
responsibility, problems with health or physical disabilities, 
slowness in comprehending, and lack of job skills. All of’ 
these areas except lack of job skills met the qualifications 
to be classified m  deficiencies In non-manual skille, There­
fore, the hypothesis that the employers would'indicate that 
deficiencies in non-manual skills created problems in
mvocational adjustment which ted to job termination for the 
twenty-five participants in the study was nutted. However, 
own: in this one instance the combination of Information 
gathered in the Interviews with the employee, the parents, 
and else employer revealed that the problem night not have 
been a lath of Job skills but a social problem,.
'the area evaluators related problems in vocational 
adjustment classified under these headings; difficulties 
with social or interpersonal relationships, lack of voca­
tional responsibility, and slowness la comprehending. All 
of these areas met the qualifleafcions to be classified: m  
deficiencies in non-manual skills. therefore, the hypothe­
sis that the area evaluators would indicate that deficien­
cies in non-manual skills created problems to vocational 
adjustment which led to job termination for the twenty-five 
participants In the study was substantiated,
REGK3MME8DATIOJ©
The Work Experience Program is basically e good pro- 
gram; it has provided m  essential service to the - educable 
mentally retarded students of Omaha, Through the program 
many students have been retained in school, have earned a 
high school diploma, a**d have taken their place to the world 
of work. Tee the program has its shortcomings, as all pro­
grams do, sod these shortcomings, as seen by the employees, 
parents, employers, and m m  evaluators, warn also be the 
concern of my research which is undertaken on the problems
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lit vocational adjustment experienced by employees placed £ram 
the program.
Some of the participants i« the. study realised that 
there wee inadequate eonravnication among the individuals con­
cerned with eh® Work Experience Program.. Several o£. them 
made the suggestion that the Work Experience Program could he 
improved by intensifying the orientation of ell Involved in 
it and fay making an increased effort to teach all concerned 
the purpose and procedure© of the program*
'The implementation of this suggestion would do much 
to rectify the problems caused by ml sunder standing among 
those involved in the Work Experience Program. It was evi­
dent from the statements made by some of the employees, 
parents, and employers that they had some mistaken concepts 
about the program.
Knowledge of the program could be instrumental m  
helping the students see wxrm value in gaining work experi­
ence end in increasing their opportunities for.finding a Job. 
The parents, too, would benefit from this knowledge. They, 
of eour.ee, like most parents, arc concerned .with their chil­
dren ’« future and perhaps even more so because of their 
children’e limited intelligence. 'They need to understand 
what the program is frying to accomplish m  that they could 
aid. their student In 'taking full advantage of all that is 
available* It is with their permission that the .student
n
emmro the program, and It Is partially their responsibility 
after permission is granted to try to instill the proper 
attitudes in the student.
At present the orientation of the employees takes 
plate at school Just prior to their entering the program.
The vocational counselor from the l&sbraiska Division of Poes* 
ttonal Rehabilitation comes to the school and speaks with 
the student concerning the program, tie also makes a home 
visit to speak with the parents* As this contact has been 
shown to he ineffective, other steps which should he taken 
are requiring that the students and their parents tour Good­
will Industries to become more familiar with its operation 
end'having the Work Experience Program personnel contact the 
parents at frequent intervals concerning either the students’ 
difficulties or their accomplishments* A monthly progress 
report could also be used to inform the parents and the 
special education teacher of the students* progress in the 
program. If these methods are implemented, mieunderstanding 
could be kept to b minimum.
The employers also suggested that they would like to 
know more about the purpose and procedures of the Work, 
Experience Program* A program similar to that suggested for 
the parents could be established in which the employers could 
tour Goodwill Industries and take part in an orientation 
meeting and qvestion-and-enewer session.
There la also « need to improve communication® after 
the student has been placed m  a job. This entail® increased
n
on. follow-up procedures. •■ Setter follow-up by the 
job placement specialists would help the employees adjust 
*®r® readilyt they would have someone with whom they could 
discus® their problems sod seek advice and seelstance In 
dealing with tie employer.; The employers would benefit by 
becoming better Informed about the employees and their pr©b- 
. lema m  that eolutions could be worked out.. They could also 
learn the results of the employees* vocational evaluations 
so as to capitallae on their strengths end develop their 
weaknesses.
Research on the Work Experience Program, showed that 
there are procedures and forms available 'to facilitate 
follow-up but that they me not being Implemented. This may 
be caused in part by an Inadequate number of personnel. More 
personnel could visit the employer bi-monthly and administer 
e checklist of questions concerning the employee's adjustment 
to the job and relay this information to the employee, the 
parents, end the 'special education teacher either personally 
or .in'a written report.
There is another problem that increased communication 
might help to remedy. The employees and parents indicated 
that many of the Work Experience Program participant® feel 
there is o stigma attached to going to Goodwill Industries. 
The interviews revealed that the students* feelingwere 
caused by the attitudes and actions of people around them.
One of the ways this opinion manifested itself was through 
the suggestion of several of the employees and parents that
Cite Work Experience Program could best lie Improved lay sepa­
rating the obviously: handicapped frost those who do not appear 
handicapped.: It was quite obvious that the employees 'did not 
want 'to be associated with the physically handicapped, It 
seems that very few people- understand the purpose and proce­
dures of Goodwill Industries and* therefore* do cot realise 
fchst the persons who go there are not all physically hsndi- ' 
capped or functioning at a eery Im  'level of intelligence.
Ae a result'of this lack of understanding, many of the 'stu­
dents are ridiculed by their peers and tecsad about being 
crasy or stupid and about working for 'ten' cents an hour. 
(Because of the status of Goodwill Industries as & sheltered 
workshop* the students receive ten cents m  hour during their 
■ work experience.)
This problem can be corrected by extending tha etspha- 
sis on increased eraaaunicattoo to include an avenue for 
public relations. Increased public knowledge will not stop 
the remarks made by those who take pleasure in harassing 
those they consider less fortunate* but it might decrease the 
timber of cutting remarks made by those in ignorance of the 
situation. Increased -public relatione could be accomplished 
by articles in fefee local newspaper* Parent teacher Associa­
tion meetings at fthe participating schools* and writing and 
circulating publications above the Work Experience Program 
and its successes. These publications raighe alee be distribu­
ted to the parents and Che employers.
With elm availability of jobs at a minimum because 
of elm economic situation of the country, there is little, 
if anything, that can b® done to Improve the types of Jobs 
that ere available for placement. Related to this problem 
is the problem of the rAsaiatching of students and Jobs*
Since there is a shortage of jobs available for placement, 
the Work Experience Program raust make maximum use of what 
it has. The total situation must be taken into considera* 
eton: the physical and social environment of the job, the
employer’a personality, the student * e physical and emotional 
characteristics, and the student’s goals and ambition©. A 
student should not be forced to accept a job be does not 
want, nor should he be placed before he is ready to accept 
the responsibilities of astploymsnt. A most important step 
to be totems prior to placement is a meeting among the job 
placement specialist* the student, end the parents to die* 
cuss the responsibilities of the Job and if che student is 
prepared to accept them.
fTh#81 #yRll»KSpL
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which warrant further research. 'The study revealed the moat 
prevalent deficiencies in non-manual skills causing Job 
termination for the employees m m  difficulties with social 
or interpersonal relationships end lack of vocational respon­
sibility. Therefore, the next step to be taken should be to
make m. in-depth study of what specific difficulties the 
employees encountered with social or Interpersonal relation- 
chips end the specific characteristics the easployere deeia»d 
inadequate In the employees' teas©■ of' wepoheifeility to the 
Job, The■ flCst 'step-toward eolation to any peebim is to' 
recognise the problem. If'the Work Experience Program is 
to decrease the number of employees failing on job'placement, 
than Chore must be research undertaken to identify specifi­
cally what problem© the employees are experiencing to deter­
mine how the program can be altered to counteract the: 
problems.
One specific area in which farther research would be 
beneficial is in methods of introducing vocational concepts 
earlier in the studenta’ school years. The employers 
Involved in the study were concerned that the employees were 
not aware of their obligations to the employer and 'to the 
job. The employers especially cited-the school:na the place 
where responsibility should be stressed, but is not. They 
felt that 'Since the school has the child during his early 
habit-forralng 'years, it should assume the responsibilities 
of teaching them the virtues of being on time, having good 
attendance, and tasking m  effort to do a job well.
The area evaluators and the job placement special­
ists elm noted that the employees from South High School 
seemed more work-oriented than the students from either 
Kerch or Technical High Schools. it was thought Chat the 
itorth and Teobnical High School students* opportunities to
experience or observe persons gainfully employed were at a 
nstnlnvm because of the socto-economle sake-up of the areas. 
Therefore, the students bad little experience upon which to 
base their concepts of work and few models upon which to 
pattern their work habits, to the short time it 'baa to work 
with the students, the-Work Experience Program cannot be 
expected to undo what the students ham been exposed to-all 
of their lives. However, the situation could be aided con­
siderably if the «ork Experience Program could combine its 
efforts with those of -the special education classes at the 
elementary and junior high school levels to orient tie stu­
dents to the proper vocational attitudes and habits.
Research need# to be undertaken to establish m program with 
continuity of purpose from elementary through senior high 
school level* The students need more exposure to the world 
of work, and they need to be introduced to it at a younger 
age* The concern is not that they' make their vocational 
choice at an early age, but chat m  individual cannot tasks 
e realistic choice at any age or fulfill his vocational 
responsibilities if b® has not lived through some years of 
gradual exposure to both the concepts of Job content and of 
'-work habits and standards.
Another method of helping the students learn voca­
tional responsibility which should be researched Is ways in 
which the Work Experience Program could be- altered to make 
it more closely resemble an actual Job situation. If the 
program could be changed ft© make the work experience more
77
closely foeewble the Job eituatiets, eh® employe©8 would hsv© 
soatetMog sore concrete upon which to bam thalr oplulou of 
m Jobs sod they would know more of what, was expected of them 
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a d m i n i s t r a t i v e  o f f i c e s  
3 8 1 9  J o n e s  S t r e e t
O M A H A , NEBRASKA 68105
June 6, 1972
Mr. William Chaney 
3104 South 73rd Street 
Omaha, Nebraska 68124
Dear Mr. Chaney:
After reviewing the prospectus for your master thesis I feel 
that I can recommend that you pursue this study.
While we have investigated ma ny aspects of the p r o g r a m  for 
the educable mentally h a ndicapped in the Omaha Public Schools, 
some of which did include Work Experience Program, we have not 
studied this aspect of the problem.
I would hope that at the conclusion of your study that you 
would be kind enough to furnish me a copy as it may prove 
valuable to us in our future planning.
Assistant Superintendent 
Special Education
D A S :rb
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APPENDIX B
A D M I N I S T R A T I V E  O F F I C E S
3902 D a v e n p o r t  S t r e e t
O M AH A , NEBRASKA 68131
February 11, 1972
To Whom I t  May Concern:
I wish to acknowledge the fact that I have been aware of and in agree­
ment with the study, "Why they f a i l  the ir  f i r s t  job," being done by Mr. 
William Chaney of Technical High School.
We now fe e l ,  as we did at the beginning, that hopefully the results 
discovered would be of assistance to us a ll  in working with those 
students in our Public School Population that have problems.
James P. Lane
CoordinatorProject  
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I ' R - ia t i l i t a t io n  Unit 
; n-IC3-1 Hi#1! School 
° -'.Inj, Rooiii 377
0uiana, KoDrasica 68131
August 18, 1971
Mr. William Chaney 
Technical High School 
3219 Cuming Street 
Omaha, Nebraska 68131
Dear B i l l :
We appreciate your continuing in terest in the youngsters who are of 
mutual concern because of th e ir  involvement in your classroom and in 
our Work Experience Program.
The study you propose has my endorsement and support. Quite naturally  
we are always interested in the reasons v/hy our students do sometimes 
fa i l  in th e ir  jobs (or community work-training, as we call i t ) .  Your 
research w ill  undoubtedly assist us in further defining problem areas; 
we w il l  be especially interested in any recommendations you may have 
which w ill  provide Special Education teachers and/or Work Experience 
personnel with a better understanding of what should be improved in 
our students' preparation and tra in ing , so that we may more e ffec tive ly  
continue in our efforts  to decrease the incidence of job fa ilures  in 
the future.
I ' l l  anticipate cooperating with you in this project.
Sincerely,
Philip H. Hesselink, Counselor 




it r>»»M<riiiiiii*- >pm»CiTaj^l>im ».nt iMliBaiQi»ir rcg •-
Sex U
(Explain the purpose of the interview.}
Wmm  cheeking the records of the Work Experience Proves** -I 
bmm found out that your first job placement from the pro*
^ W S S  ntnn-n i'fi n»i»'i~«iflliHMin>iiiwT r w ■iiai^wii iril~>iii'ri'niir"T^inwrT' -n'li^ w mr'ir rin n1'!! m  11” it iirfi’nrf ~ri rTii'nr~mn mr "rl‘"JlfTri*' r f;m  in~ i 'nir~~T~n— ri'i
What kind of job was if? Whet did you dot. ........... ..
What above the job did you Ilk#?,
whafc ahowe the job caused you prohima?M io m i.wiM iaMiw*
There is usually a major reason why someone leaves a Job. 
What was your jaajor reason- or reasons for leaving. tM« job?
Do you think your work experience at Goodwill Industries 
helped you with this job?
What -do you think can be done to improve the- Work Experience







(Explain the purpose of eh© interview.)
From cheeking - the records of eh© Work 
ham found that * u in n rH M I. m l j IlU t m ir * #iWwa«!«!N*sew
Whet do you think (perhaps fro® talking with 
about this Job) wee the major reason ear re. 
she) (quit or was fined) fro® this job?
0$T
Bo you know what .liked about the Job?
What about the job caused
iwWemnw
t ,a iwmii»w w i»i M  . i m uwMii r ii
Bo you think that
ing the Job? Why or wfey noi
is capable of perfonn*
Are you £a«Lllar with the o: 
as a part of the
atieo of Goodwill Industries
rraj^ Wft* ■





'^ i ' * iiiii m i l  >fc J K .a S  vS^uiMaaif&'tr ^fvBBSm Om.
Kama of Employer.
ir t l l^ » ^ ^ ^ pM I^»'ll!V r^ >^■W^^I^I|>ii^ , W i^ ipS^li^^ ^ ^ lli^ l«^^ '(W'S »W ■<^ MlS l^ > ^ l '^^ »^)* '•|‘^ |i l ^ ! l lll^ ^ I^^ U | l>l« ^ W»l«Wl^ ''•* » .^|.l!
Ham of Business *#e*#
(Explain the pwpsae of the interview.).
From cheeking the record8 of tha Work Experience Program* 1
have found that .._-...;..... :. .-. ..... ■.. -..wa®
employed by your
What was the nature of the job?
What ware ..._____.__ .      good points? tneftiMiaiailMatWWM
forming the job?
Under what, eirourastanee® did Che or she) leave the job?
Are you familiar with the operation of Goodwill Industries 
as a part of the Work Experience Program?







Ktoi of Arm Evaluator ,..._—     ... . . . .. r._.-:i_^.._.—  —
Swis'
(Explain d m  purpose of else Interview.)
a w  you have any contact with ..    ,.,... ..,..when (ho
a*? she) worked '§®s :...,:....  :..:..._.-.____ ,.. .:.■.....-.. f
OW L    ■-'..       express any problems which (I® or
the job?
NW'iartKWWIIWIWH
Wm z fete di IftejjI.feiss . -      tiaci tfi ®©rw
formic® the .Job?
im ffuM — tWCTUt
What wee done by the Work Experience Program to solve these 
problems?
■ wwu» ^ a*w!*w otnmiwiifniin awwioan'Wit ihbwil'k w«ii^  wcwaeiii rw^ i »i>»i
why do you think   ,.. , ..-..        T,.left this job?
Do you think (he or she) was capable of performing the Job?
m . l ITinm lW—*PW M >«^iwww«»W W W l'| i|ilt BP n < iMW iw W I O C  W h y  d o t ?  ...............................
<J»WMee»MieWMWlW>lT»
(Discuss what recooraendationa the area evaluators would make
to improve the Work Experience Program.)
t o

m t m v w m  rsspcrjses
& Bey eare side
What, about the job caused you problems?
What do you think m m  bo done m  Improve «te Work S*ej»iri< 
M M  Ft#®<WltT rir '-ae* ~  -to-> twot iWBp^y
*t« js&j@ys«sl
.aeparate^ placea•1. ««n aea fetev are .ft
What about; the job caused A problems?
u p M i l i J  was _a iawrotmit&iL later*
What do you think con bo done to improve the Work 
Es^erianee Program?
■Stead.. -to. .gragage_.the..et.iideoi
what were the difficulties A ted in |i«bfowdng the Job?
I#
What do you think can bo dote to improve the Work
n am  ■“**■ >-.-a an liniii -•■L°*- tnbi **ar.SS9^ pen#nMm ww&gP&mf
What were the difficulties A had in performing the Job?
j e v - L
ua«te Car.Jockey
What about tbs Job caused you problems?
litlfi tea SIS** £ **
t$
what do you think can be done to improve the Work Experi­
ence Program?
=SK, ol n* h a mjmi
mi »n
& Par&nt * & Raistoffcaea 
ytmt About the job 1 fwc&bme?
m f$ f* t 4 tfA #*!
« «i#£HniXw mxs.2L-S.Mm a car iackev. .bat., .ft!
Idn’.t,
What do you chink can. be done to improve the Work Enperi- 
0060 Ptograia?
mWi M BlLSSSllte JPBfc.
Js3 tt * *1ii« w iii iMiii»n^ iM
tit.!
What ware ttm B feadi in perfotssdlfig tbo job?
tit




What were the difficulties 8 had In performing the. job?
m n * #**
Warehouse worker
What about the job caused you problems?
«i




What about the job caused C problems?
m .book advantage of C ongalsas'^Jkiot pa
J5l ♦t#•jtm
11




What were the difficulties C had in performing the job?
advance feeeau ee of lack of ability------- ,-- - ------ -
What do you think can be done to improve the Work Experi­
ence Program?
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f ' l '
-^JKfli..leapoa@ea Food eervlee worker
What about the Job caused pm  problems'?
mxdniJL wwwwtwww
What do: pm  think mm 'be done to Improve the Work Experi­
ence Program?
n
i^ w www i^.tiwtiiwaM'WW'xwW'^ iw ^ n s iiioiiw/iiiwwwii*
0!a Parent's Responses
Refused to be interviewed
t o U h Btan« laJaMatt
What were the difficulties D had to performing the Job?
n
4m syou ttitok mn h& 4m® tm tfam Work Sicp&rl*
®nm Wwm%wm$
if.’ k» &asaig^-.Bmbl3 |tf»
tuds..tQsaar<
'sites Evaluator's Responses
What were the difficulties 0 had to performing the job?
*!2aa£j?Hjya it* # *f3w L J if?
Furniture repairman 
What about the job caused you problems?
ts
k f » .
What do you ehlok can be done to improve fch® Work -SSsperi* 
ence Program?
1*? if*
f e w m m w i w i t
mkM L&ill
tehmt mfamtit the.'job esusfid 1 pmh%mmBt
m mmm
s»





What were the difficulties E had to performing the job?
*« i-% * » >,»i.Jioevar^AbIa^.t.Q._jjtoderjitand_,dlri
Hn m m-t n
* ( W a
Wtmt 4m ym$ tM o k mm fee 4otte to tmptmm th® itork tnpm t* 
0tta# tregram?
m fn * ti*W M w fcw M W * ..
>4ejmd.gj •I aw»wiMioi)iMwaaB»(Riw^^ WMWiaWOW»aaMIW*eK>
What were the difficulties E had ia performing the job? 
"WnaMem get, Along^wlth^tbe^emlag
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P»a Rei Pood service worker
whet about the Job caueod you problems? 
-Ho. would univalve ja* 10-baugis_a._tas It
what do you think can be done to lap?owe the Work Experi­
ence Program?
What about cfaa job caused F problems?
m
What do you think can be done to Improve the Work 
ence Program,?
m .  - 4f%t*P *■ ' <*|EJP
:<>
What were the difficulties F had in performing the job?
.
too,.iiHBa.taree.,.ta.^ rk^ with,..tl^ -j««Mltf;     . ...,....
What do you think can be done to Improve the Work Experi­
ence Program?
i' £*♦'? * If*.IWIhwlflibapiaiMi
i&Mm.
What were the difficulties f hod in performing the job?
£S*f?pt ##****mSir
towaa-filjaJhaa Warehouse Worker
What about the job caused you problems?
mi J A M SSL g**.* * m
eoulda' fc Hake a loke:(W
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Footer home— refused to be interviewed because they felt 
they did not know enough about the situation.
what were the difficulties 0 bad-In performing the job?
l-Jhat do you think can be done to Improve the Work Experi­
ence Program?
<*
What mam the dlfCieultlea € had to tha Jobt
r*3
1 w »w .t w ww
£mtoat-2ig-Sassgas9LS Hospital service worker
What about the job caused you problems?
1*1 M
 and so.wh6n_„t..c.attffi.^ back.there
What do you think can be done to Improve the Work Expert-
■‘Skletfi e k  —<.--*»*«» ■■»!■ —r^, v5
Refused to be interviewed.
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What were the difficulties H had In performing the job?
m -tesI.’.a-r.PAAklmjAlt.k, w* <* n4msm*M
What do yon think can be 
ence Program? -





What were the difficulties H had in performing the job?
S£l i#r£j
faamXt&&8H8iaBa
t$km about fdhe Job «a*i«e$ you problems?
t* .tB^„.teg&..m4^s£.fgK?ask.aaK













f gt** I ft
Mbm m m  ttm I  bad to parfotrtBg tfeo job?
,u
What do you think ©an be done to improve the Work Expert- 
wmwm' wWQfft&tttf
i«»
what ware the difficulties t had in performing the job?
m & * »' e w ij fcm ei'w .ft
*W
& das. station attendant
what about the job caused you problems?
•uu»««-u4 <»«<>»«
What do you think can. he done to improve the Work Expert* 
$tto&
**«**« rnJNfcaft
tJbat about ttm Job o&yim# 3 p m M m m f
Wfe«& 4# you tlstok 4/m km- tom: to feprow tim y$mU Wn$m*l* 
m m  irogramt
jflliyat^
> « . .  « n n >  nn-<it)l *»t«M n m  n n a  Sikll
-»s B
'What were the difficulties J had in performing the job?
What do you think can bo done to improve the Work Experi­
ence Program? .'
m
J*» Mrs® Evaluator*a Responses
what were the- difficulties J 'had- to pwefonstttg
ft
ft M m a m tkflfcAfts tens slit#
Miat alamit th# Job M*Ntf ^  probliimsf
JtajBUBautt Jli
» ii -




What about the job caused K problems? 
did notlika the Mea^ ofc onlv^oa
t#f
What do 'you think can be dene to improve the work Experi­
ence Program?
>&!£,,ggJUEi *1
What were the difficulties E had in performing the Job?
*HS: »W w^ieiuwiwicfiwiw^ no w iioe
What do you think can be done to improve the Work 
ante Program?
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What wens the difficult tea 1 had In performing the Job?
i f *  t  ' jauasi >&.9iii
Stood serein# mtlMr
Httut ttfeont- t l»  jNfe cw«ad 'you
lit.
'What do you think can be done to improve the Work 
enee Program? '
mi ijglsaife sslIs
l*Vl i 0**1 * n*BSwOiHmwuw
.hfeSallr.— fc
J^ xeat.laJteJBaag.aafi
What about the Job caused L problems?
»*




What were- the difficulties % 'had in performing the job?
What do you think: can be done to improve the Work Experi­
ence Program?
tit JL.1 that they treed t<R M H i m m
I* * 
• K M if lv
Wfest were the difficulties t had In performing the job?
food aarviee worker
What about the job caused you problems?
What do you think can be done to improve the Mark Experi­
ence Program? ■;■••■'■
don*t get mn michoav as. A...remle^ jeeqalo
What about the job caused H problems?
rf*
What do you think can be 
©nee Program?
done to improve tie Work Expert-
; *
, f l
i* a Employer * a .Reaponewa
What sere the difficulties K had in performing the Job?
m
What do you think can bo done to improve the Work Experi­
ence Program?
M*. f t wuNMMi
What wet© the difficulties t* had i« .perfovaslng the- job?
ft
jteKL . '^iiii mii itirilir iCM jatikJlk.nowi m m
What about the Job caused you problems?
J3i
J§ # **< iha**sawMe o e w wewei
What do you think can be dene to improve the Work E*spe*4*■gxtiftmtit pPiicMisiss^
>»i.
,n
What about the job caused N problems?
and mm ' fit * #i*nXi»_ nlfamJim .n3
a k l i n




what '«@ire the difficulties K had in perfotsalog 'the job?
««? ****** •**# ****&&*!*** ***4 AtettM'totet Wk*«ferfr aftbeMwrnto #mm wwMfcfhl*
What, do you think can be done to Improve the Work Experi­
ence Program?
What wm® the di£tieultie* 8 had to performing the Job?




What about the Job caused you
mats........... .whatrt o  .do HjLeh-jEtooie. , _ _ _
.,._........... .^..
W m t  *to 3*011 tlstak. isan b o  4m m .  t o  • t h e . W m k  W $ t $ m !• 
t o o t  W wog t m t f
a©.j r t « * - * B - + q ^ n a i i , , f O  „____
.........  ........
What about the Job caused 0, problems?
I? .aiisagaI  *  *  f *  i.
»«* i*,w asgaaE-t-fap- L*?
What do f m  think mm be done to Improve the Work Expert 
once Program?
JUBM&ala JUal St?* -ft* ISajaflfewfowi*!
mi
♦f* & j&smjy R'f
werlftRaspoamat;
What were the difficulties 0 had in performing the Job?
f*t3#fe* A n M t i ^ b  »**% «u m &  «>Sm*




ww ^ iw^ MWiwiaOii i iwuw uwwrtijn ia w * *
What mm& the difficulties 0 had ta performing the job?
„*i
it fc W lSUiwlle M M
Catr JfaMStoft?^  utlP.Ww w r  ^ * w j r
What about the job caused you problems?
What do you think esn 'be don® t» improve the Work Experi­
ence Program?
:b Jfehe. city and hoaiLtn locate
what about the Job caused P problems?
Hfeat 4te y w  tMUdk east fee ifn i#  fc® tagpMVik the* tfewk S&perl"
Musts nw# eh© difficulties P had in performing the job? 
afctendflneef-iJwonid..not follow,.diraattone.;!^  .,;,too .
,u
what do yon think can be done to improve the Work Expert’
ence Program?
What were the diffS.eut.tlea V hed in perforcAng Che job?
«***
H, J2L
E& feed service worker
SrW
What about ctt®. Job caused yen problems?
Whet 'do, you chink can be: done to Improve. Che, Work Experi­
ence Program?
&, i*» # *iuiMmnwna tU « M
m L it ., in.min rtfa » i r^ riWa<r^ w»e»eiifci»-i*^v>»wemw»v>ww*i!^u^i<aewB'
What about the job caused Q problems?
tf * «| >ju£aa.hla.
What do. you thlhk c m  be done to ftnpnyva Che Work export-
x^ilidiidCM iiie irth i w iWm$m «®pINGHRl*
tit
• e w * *
Ifi. I
Whet were the difficulties Q had in performing the Job?
What do you think can be don® to improve Che Work Expert-
Ww-®g$&w$
whet mam the difficulties Q Imd to j^ rforating the Sob?
m m
Sat stag home aide
What about the job caused you problems?
Whet do you think ssan be done to iiaprova its® Work Expeti* 
ence Ptrogra®?
JL " U S l k»*
a..jvmg.laty. 3a^ S.,Jfey«ig,.en . M,
«i
,8-Mi
what about the job caused 8 problems?
& m
What do you think can be 4om to improve the Work 
etvce Program?
islna. nrogram okay. .but 1 didn't like ths
i i O a . |f$lo Wip wwwa ft
ftttrt; wmm thm ft baA in- feh& jnfcf
ulmt I©- ymi think mm  Ite isnm 
m n m  ##agi?a®&?
108
m m  i
whet were the difficulties ft had in perfortaing the 3ofe?
1t*
Warehouse worker
What about the job caused you problems?
m.
what do '.you think can be done to teprov© the work Expert 
ence Program?
f c w a
What about the job caused S problems?
fc#*
What do you think can bo done to improve the•Work Expert* 
ence Program?
W MftiiiaSwwJ
k*» * ■ fitL*!*
tii
%tmf m m ®  tAm iilftoiitto# B  feai to itm $ohf
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What about the job caused you problem?
ft ..the,.ea.CiaiasJba^ oM!L
what do yew think can be done to inwove tbs Work Expert* 
ence Program?
"Haas of- a variety of lobs" —   -------■— — ----- ---
tzU&mxmm
whet about the job caused T problems? 
«££r.l.1'M*' "**K «**»«*»<*




What were the difficulties T had in performing the job? 
op^ kieg, wteh physical requirement”—  ---  _ _ _ _ _ _
What do you think can be done to improve the work Experi­
ence Program?
»gim_ JEfaetaa feeli fll * #1
L»t
m&m*
What were the difficulties T had in performing the job?
uo
service. wo-r ker
Whet about the job caused you problems?
m Hwd *»
What do you think can be done to Improve the Work Ewpeiei* 
FftMP&n?
Mu# ftteutt the |#1 e«i#td u fn^Smrf
Hi JH »#* * -ft
M iae^ eeisfowfts*
What do you. think can be done to' iagprove the Work 
enee Program?
*:« «nil ■ them out. __o:l > x m
Whet were the difficulties II had in performing the job?




What were the difficulties u had to performing the job?
it  A  * * * * * * *  A  let
hay care aide
What about tbs job caused, .you problems?
,n
What do you think can be don® to improve the Work Ekperi-
.■If# ft' ft
What about, to# - job caused V problems?
W It
What do you think can he dons to improve to# Work 
sue© Program?
What were the difficulties V had in performing the Job?
m id. .a ..hard: trf
what do you think can be done to Improve the Work Experi­
ence Program?
sk
i# * ■« m
JSL s Resixmsafi
Whet wet# the difficulties ¥ tod in performing to# job?
HiSte#d«JBa-fa* directed in m
Hospital Service worker
wtot about the job caused you problem*?
'M^ZiJMsussSm. rOfti « » f e
What do you think can to done to Improve toe Work Ettperi-
ence Program?
totJlL-
fflmto about the Job mum*$ w pmhlmmt
JMmZLM
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What were the difficulties w had in performing the Job?
iasUi .SJ2! J3 mm
>n
What do you think can to dene to improve the work Experi­
ence Program?
ri.il * **/*#&<#» d&totof
it totototoitoto*
a Area Er
'What tore the difficulties W tod in perfonalog the job?
ft
Hospital service worker
What stout the. job caused you problems?





What about «to job caused X problems?
what da you think can to dome to 
#oe® Program?
improve the Work Expert-
■ * * »
ft. *1
What tore the difficulties X tod in performing the job?
W>Dldn,.fc...take_g8re_
f t





what were the difficulties x had in performing the job?
Wmtt service worker
what a tout tto job caused p m  problem?
114
What do you think can be done to Improve the. Work Experi­
ence Program?
& a 4 l 'Mha13L !E-
n i t '
H
(diet about the job caused-V problems?
«
utia w p ie i i^ w ie e ii ie w w ao t i w e ^
What do you think can be done to. improwe the work Expert*
W |  -f**’ HP "  ■Ejftr' ~
£**£. 5f* e , If, »*** '
.»»
Wftat were the difficulties Y bad In performing the job?
I»
what do you think can be dona to improve the Work Experi­
ence Progress?'
%m 11* * w w
M M n £ »,we»n>j«iw *
SmS,xti
what were, the difficulties Y bad In performing the Job?
r«n* if,i.j:could_notej .»8l>|il»W>ljW»lLHW!l
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